NAMASTE (Networking and Mobility Actions for Sustainable Technology and Environment in India) is a program sponsored by the European Union under Erasmus Mundus program for facilitating the movement of students and faculty from higher educational institutions (HEI) of India to European partner universities. As a part of this program, different kinds of mobility are available to students and faculty of UASB as detailed below: Short term visits for MSc and PhD students (6-10 months), full term MSc program (2 years), post doctorate program (upto 9 months) and faculty visits (one month) tenable in partner universities in Europe. The mobility covers travel expenses, insurance and subsistence allowances. The applications are invited under the second call for the mobility. For details please visit the program website www.indianamste.eu. For further information contact

Dr. D.P. Kumar, Director of Education, UASB

Dr. B.V.Chinnappa Reddy Professor of Agricultural Economics, UASB, bychinnappareddy@gmail.com, Mobile: 9449077227

Last date for on line application is 10-10-2014.